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Tencent Doubles the Speed of its Illegal Image Filter System using SIMD
Instruction Set and Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives
For a large Internet service provider like China’s Tencent, being able to detect illegal images is important. Popular apps like WeChat*, QQ*, and QQ Album* are not
just text oriented, but also image generation and sharing apps. Every year, the volume of newly generated images reach about 100 petabytes―even after image
compression. Some users may try to upload illegal images (e.g., porn). They certainly don’t tell the system that the image is illegal, so the system runs a check on
each image to try to block them. This is a huge computing workload, with billions
of images uploaded each day.

Technical Background

When a user uploads an image, the filter system decodes the image for preprocessing. The preprocessing uses a Filter2D function to smooth and resize an
image of any size to one fixed size. This intermediate image is the input for fingerprint creation. The new fingerprint is compared to the seed fingerprint of an illegal
image. If the image is illegal, it is blocked or deleted and the fingerprint is added
into the illegal image fingerprint repository.
Figure 1 shows how a fingerprint seed is added to the repository manually.

Figure 1. Illegal image filter system architecture
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Tencent More than Doubles the Speed and Performance of Filtering
Optimization Overview
Working with Tencent engineers, Intel
prepared the environment to tune the
hotspot functions. Intel® VTune™ Amplifier is a powerful tool that can provide

runtime information on code performance for developers creating serial and
multithreaded applications. With this profiler information, a developer can analyze
the algorithm choices and identify where

Figure 2. Illegal image filter system hotspot functions

and how the application can benefit from
available hardware resources.
Using Intel VTune Amplifier to profile
Tencent’s illegal image filter system, the
team was able to locate the hotspot functions. Figure 2 shows that GetRegionID,
GetFingerGrayGegionHistogram and
cv::Filter2D are the top three hotspot
functions.
The team found that GetRegionID was
called by GenFingerGrayRegionHistogram.
The GetRegionID function included a cascaded clause (if else), which is hard to optimize. The GetFingerGrayGegionHistogram
function can be reimplemented using
SIMD instructions. And the filter2D function can be reimplemented by Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives (Intel® IPP).
Both these functions achieved more than a
10x speed-up. The whole system has
more than doubled its speed, which
helped Tencent double the performance
of its system. Moreover, the latency reduction improves the usage experience when
users share images and send them to
friends. Since Filter2D is also widely used
in data processing and digital image processing, Intel’s work with Tencent is a good
example for other cloud service users.

Intel® Streaming SIMD Extensions
and GetFingerGrayGegionHistogram
Optimization

Figure 3. Before and after optimization

Intel introduced an instruction set extension with the Intel® Pentium® III processor
called Intel® Streaming SIMD Extensions
(Intel® SSE). This was a major extension
that added floating-point operations
over the earlier, integer-only SIMD instruction set called MMX™, which was introduced with the Intel Pentium
processor. Since the original Intel SSE,
SIMD instruction sets have been extended by wider vectors, new and extensible syntax, and rich functionality. The
latest SIMD instruction, set Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel®
AVX512), can be found in the Intel® Core™
i7 processor.
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Algorithms that significantly benefit
from SIMD instructions include a wide
range of applications such as image and
audio/video processing, data transformation and compression, financial analytics, and 3D modeling and analysis.

code to use the SIMD instruction to optimize the GetFingerGrayGegionHistogram function. Figure 3 shows
Simhash.cpp, which is the source file before optimization, and simhash11.cpp,
the file after optimization.

The hardware that runs Tencent’s illegal
image filter system uses a mix of processors. Intel’s optimization is based the
common SSE2, which is supported by all
the Tencent systems.

Intel tested the optimized code on an
Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2680 0 at
2.70GHz. The input image was a large
JPEG image (5,000 by 4,000 pixels). Tencent calls the function by single thread,
so the team tested it on single core. The
result was a significant speedup (Table 1).

The team investigated the top two functions: GetRegionID and GetFingerGrayGegionHistogram. GetRegionID was
called by GenFingerGrayRegionHistogram. The GetRegionID function includes a cascaded clause of “if else,”
which is hard to optimize. But the function GetFingerGrayGegionHistogram has
a big “for” loop for each image pixel,
which has room for optimization. And
there is a special algorithm logical when
GetFingerGrayGegionHistogram calls
GetRegionID. Intel rewrote part of the

Intel® IPP and Filters 2D Optimization
Intel SIMD capabilities change over time,
with wider vectors, newer and more extensible syntax, and rich functionality. To
reduce the effort needed on instructionlevel optimization to support every
processor release, Intel offers a storehouse of optimized code for all kinds of
special computation tasks. The Intel IPP
library is one of them. Intel IPP provides

Table 1. Traits and behaviors of mutexes

Algorithm
Name

Latency (Seconds)
(Smaller is Better)

Tencent’s
original

0.457409

SSE4.2
optimized

0.016346

Gain

100%
2,798%

developers with ready-to-use, processor-optimized functions to accelerate
image, signal, data processing, and cryptography computation tasks. It supplies
rich functions for image processing, including an image filter, which was highly
optimized using SIMD instructions.

Optimizing Filters 2D
Filtering is a common image processing
operation for edge detection, blurring,
noise removal, and feature detection.
General linear filters use a general rectangular kernel to filter an image. The
kernel is a matrix of signed integers or
single-precision real values. For each
input pixel, the kernel is placed on the
image in such a way that the fixed anchor cell (usually be geometric center)
within the kernel coincides with the
input pixel. Then it computes the accumulation of the kernel and the corresponding pixel. Intel IPP supports the
variant filter operation (Table 2).
For several border types (e.g., constant
border, replicated border), Tencent used
OpenCV* 2.4.10 to preprocess images.
Using Intel VTune Amplifier XE, the team
found that the No. 3 hotspot is cv::Filter2D. It was convenient and easy to use
the Intel IPP filter function to replace the
OpenCV function.
The test file filter2D_demo.cpp is from
OpenCV Version: 3.1:
•

@brief Sample code that shows
how to implement your own linear
filters by using filter2D function

•

@author OpenCV team

Table 2. Variant filter operation

Notes

IPP Filter Functionality
ppiFilter<Bilateral|Box|SumWindow>Border

Perform bilateral, box filter, sum pixel in
window

ippiMedian Filter

Median filter

ippiGeneral Linear Filters

A user-specified filter

Separable Filters

FilterColumn or FilterRow function

Wiener Filters

Wiener filter

Fixed Filters

Gaussian, laplace, hipass and lowpass filter, Prewitt, Roberts and Scharr filter etc.

Convolution

Image convolution

The team used the IPP filter function
from Intel IPP 9.0, update 1, as shown in
Figure 4.

Accelerating the Filter2D by Intel IPP
The team used the same filter kernel to
filter the original image, and then recompiled the test code and OpenCV code
with GCC and benchmarked the result on
Intel Xeon processor-based systems. The
effects of the image filter are the same
from Intel IPP code and OpenCV code.
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Figure 5 shows the Intel IPP smooth
image (right) compared to original
image.
The consumption times (Table 3) show
that the ipp_filter2D take less time
(about 9ms), while the OpenCV source
code takes about 143ms. The IPP filter2D is 15x faster than the OpenCV
plain code.
Note that OpenCV has Intel IPP integrated during compilation; thus, some
functions can call Intel IPP functions underlying automatically. In some of
OpenCV versions, the Filter2d function
can at least call the IPP Filter2D. But,
considering the overhead of function
calls, the team selected to call the IPP
function directly.

Summary
With manual modifications to the algorithm, plus SSE instruction optimization
and Intel IPP filter replacement, Tencent
reports that the performance of its illegal image filter system has more than
doubled compared to the previous implementation in its test machine. Figure
6 shows the total results (category 3).

Figure 4. Code before (left) and after (right) using IPP

Tencent is a leading Internet service
provider with high performance requirements for all kinds of computing tasks.
Detecting and filtering illegal images is a
typical example. Popular apps like
Wechat, QQ, and QQ Album generate
billions of images each day.
Intel helped Tencent optimize the top
three hotspot functions of its illegal
image filter system. By manually implementing the fingerprint generation with
SIMD instructions, and replacing the filter2D function with a call into the Intel
Figure 5. Image before (left) and after filtering
IPP library, Tencent was able to speed
up both hotspots by more than 10x. As a Table3. Consumption times
result, the entire illegal image filter sysProgram
tem has more than doubled its speed.
CPU
This will help Tencent double the capability of its systems. Moreover, the latency reduction improves the user
Intel® Xeon®
ipp_filter2D
experience for customers sharing and
processor E5OpenCV_filter2D
sending images.
2680 v3

Time (ms)

9
143
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Figure 6. Total results
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